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Abstract Severe sepsis is defined by organ failure, often of the

kidneys, heart, and brain. It has been proposed that inadequate

delivery of oxygen, or insufficient extraction of oxygen in tissue,

may explain organ failure. Despite adequate maintenance of sys-

temic oxygen delivery in septic patients, their morbidity and mor-

tality remain high.

The assumption that tissue oxygenation can be preserved by

maintaining its blood supply follows from physiological models

that only apply to tissue with uniformly perfused capillaries. In

sepsis, the microcirculation is profoundly disturbed, and the

blood supply of individual organs may therefore no longer reflect

their access to oxygen.

We review how capillary flow patterns affect oxygen extraction

efficacy in tissue, and how the regulation of tissue blood flow

must be adjusted to meet the metabolic needs of the tissue as cap-

illary flows become disturbed as observed in critical illness. Using

the brain, heart, and kidney as examples, we discuss whether dis-

turbed capillary flow patterns might explain the apparent mis-

match between organ blood flow and organ function in sepsis.

Finally, we discuss diagnostic means of detecting capillary flow

disturbance in animal models and in critically ill patients, and

address therapeutic strategies that might improve tissue oxygena-

tion by modifying capillary flow patterns.

Editorial comment: what this article tells us

In this narrative review article, the relations of microcirculatory blood flow and oxygen delivery

in vital organs during severe sepsis are explored. Disturbances in oxygen extraction efficiency are

examined, together with diagnostic and therapeutic aspects in critically ill patients.
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Septic patients often develop multi-organ failure

(MOF) despite therapeutic maintenance of nor-

mal blood pressure and adequate blood oxygen-

ation.1 Although their systemic circulation is

characterized by high cardiac output and low

peripheral resistance,2 peripheral oxygen extrac-

tion is low, and the elevated oxygen needs of

tissue in septic patients can seemingly no longer

be met, as they progress into severe sepsis or

septic shock.3

Apparently, MOF is not the result of insuffi-

cient blood supply to individual organs, and

attempts to improve outcome by increasing oxy-

gen delivery have yielded conflicting results.4 In

the kidney, acute renal failure (ARF) in sepsis

is associated with marked reductions of glomer-

ular filtration rate and urine output. Neverthe-

less, renal vascular resistance is low and blood

flow seemingly normal, or even elevated, in

ARF,5 suggesting that an overabundance of oxy-

gen somehow fails to support the energy

demands of glomerular filtration. Myocardial

depression and elevated serum levels of cardiac

troponin are common in sepsis, and associated

with poor outcome.6,7 These findings are diffi-

cult to reconcile with the normal or even ele-

vated myocardial blood flow found in sepsis.8,9

Brain function is often affected very early in

sepsis, so-called septic encephalopathy, and sur-

vivors often show ischemic lesions on magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI), suffering severe per-

manent neurological sequelae.10 Despite find-

ings of suppressed oxygen metabolism and

cerebral blood flow (CBF) in sepsis patients

with neurological symptoms,11,12 their CBF val-

ues remain well above the accepted threshold of

cerebral ischemia.13

Mitochondrial dysfunction is a likely con-

tributor to the profound imbalance between

oxygen availability and oxygen utilization

in sepsis – see Singer for a comprehensive

review.14 This review addresses functional shunt-

ing15 as another contributor, noting that tissue

oxygen tension (PtO2) is expected to be nor-

mal or elevated in mitochondrial dysfunction,

but low if oxygenated blood is shunted

through the microvasculature. Microvascular

shunting can occur either by anatomical arteri-

olo-venular shunts, by rapid oxygen diffusion

from arterioles to veins,16 or by a pathological

redistribution of capillary flows such that some

cells are deprived of oxygen while some capil-

laries are perfused in excess of what can be

extracted by the tissue.15,17 Sepsis is indeed

linked to profound, generalized changes in the

tissue microcirculation,18 including reductions

in the proportion of perfused capillaries, and

the appearance of intermittent or sluggish pas-

sage of erythrocytes through some capillary

paths.19

Using the brain, heart, and kidney as exam-

ples, we discuss whether pathological redistri-

bution of capillary flow patterns may suffice to

explain the apparent mismatch between tissue

blood flow and organ function in sepsis.

Finally, we discuss diagnostic means of detect-

ing capillary flow disturbance in animal models

and in the critically ill patient, and therapeutic

strategies to improve tissue oxygenation by

improving capillary flow patterns.

Tissue blood flow, capillary blood flow patterns,
and oxygen availability

The relation between tissue blood supply (ml

blood per 100 ml tissue per minute) and tissue

oxygenation – defined as the maximum meta-

bolic rate of oxygen (ml oxygen per 100 ml tis-

sue per minute) that can be supported by this

blood flow – is not linear per se as one might

expect. Rather, studies of solute extraction from

individual capillaries show that oxygen extrac-

tion is less effective at high flow rates because

erythrocytes pass through the microvasculature

at transit times that are too short to permit com-

plete extraction of their oxygen load – so-called

functional shunting. The text-book flow-diffusion

equation20 uses these single-capillary properties

to predict the relation between tissue blood

supply and its oxygen availability. While the

relation is not linear for the reasons stated

above, it has two fundamental properties: (i)

there is a one-to-one relation between tissue

blood supply and tissue oxygenation, and (ii)

increase tissue blood supply always improves

tissue oxygenation. As illustrated by Fig. 1,

these widely held assumptions are only true if

all tissue capillaries have identical flow veloci-

ties. In the normal tissue, however, capillary

flow patterns are highly heterogeneous during

rest21–23 but redistribute to a more homogenous

pattern when the flux of erythrocytes
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increases,24 permitting a more efficient oxygen

extraction during hyperemia than one would

expect based on the flow-diffusion equation.

Failure of this intrinsic capillary flow homogeni-

zation during hyperemia can have dramatic con-

sequences, as shown in Fig. 1D: The resulting

increase in functional shunting can cause tissue

oxygenation to decrease when blood supply
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Fig. 1. The flow-diffusion equation for oxygen. The flow-diffusion equation curve (Panel C) shows the amount of oxygen, which can diffuse into

tissue from its capillaries, as a function of tissue blood flow. Until recently, this text-book relation has been used without attention to its

underlying assumption: That all erythrocytes pass through tissue capillaries at identical velocity, as illustrated in Panel A. As shown in Panel B, this

‘hidden assumption’ is critical: Any deviations from this ‘homogeneity requirement’ lead us to overestimate tissue oxygenation if we base our

oxygenation assessments on tissue blood flow. This is most easily realized by the following thought experiment: Imagine that blood cell velocities

slows down in half of all tissue capillaries – but speed up in the remaining capillaries such that total tissue blood flow remains identical to that in

Panel A. The homogeneity requirement applies to both ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ capillaries in Panel B – and the net oxygen availability in Panel B is

therefore the average labeled b – and thus always lower than a, the net oxygen availability in Panel B. Note how homogenization +

hyperperfusion (b ? c) provides a larger increase in tissue oxygenation than hyperperfusion with homogenous capillary flow (a ? c). Erythrocyte

velocities in fact homogenize during hyperemia, counteracting the tendency of curve C to yield less extra oxygen per unit blood flow increase as

flow increases.22 In the next thought experiment, we increase the average flow velocity in Panel A from Fhom to Fhet, and then slow half of the

capillaries as in Panel B – giving rise to populations of capillaries with flows f1 and f2, and net tissue blood flow Fhet. Note how tissue oxygen

availability in fact decreases although blood flow increased, as indicated by the double asterisk. Conversely, a reduction in blood flow can

paradoxically improve tissue oxygenation if capillary flow patterns are homogenized in parallel. Capillary patency may hence be crucial for the

validity of fundamental physiological properties that we normally take for granted. The hindered capillary passage indicated in Panel B is the sum

of pre-existing age- or disease-related changes, and sepsis-related changes such as increased white blood cell numbers, altered endothelial

surface properties (loss of glycocalyx, and so forth), and/or external edema pressure.
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increases. Conversely, a reduction in blood flow

can, paradoxically, improve tissue oxygenation if

accompanied by a homogenization of capillary

flow patterns.

The oxygenation effects of capillary flow pat-

terns illustrated above underscores the impor-

tance of blood rheology and capillary patency in

sepsis when considering whether a certain

blood supply optimizes organ oxygenation.

Such functional shunting effects might indeed

add to the mismatch between tissue blood flow

and organ function in critical illness.

We extended the classical flow-diffusion

equation to take the biophysical effects of capil-

lary transit time heterogeneity (CTH) into

account and refer the reader to Jespersen and

Østergaard22 and Østergaard et al.25 for details

on the model and its application to brain and

heart. To address renal oxygenation in this

report, we extended our model to renal cortex

and medulla – see Fig. 2 for details and model

parameters.

Matching blood flow to the metabolic needs of
kidney, heart, and brain during capillary
dysfunction

The combined effect of capillary flow distur-

bances (elevated CTH), tissue blood flow (TBF),

and tissue oxygen tension (PtO2), are shown in

Fig. 3 for the renal cortex and medulla, the

heart, and the brain.26 The green surface in each

plot surrounds combinations of MTT, CTH, and

PtO2 that, biophysically, can support the meta-

bolic needs of these organs in the resting, awake

state. The red plane marks the boundary, left of

which vasodilation no longer improves tissue

oxygen availability – so-called malignant CTH.

All tissue types share common features: At

normal tissue oxygen tension, the metabolic

needs of resting tissue can no longer be met if

CTH grows beyond a tissue-specific threshold,

defined by the full red lines labeled ‘A’ in the

figures. For higher CTH values, these metabolic

needs can only be met because of parallel reduc-

tions in blood flow (to reduce functional shunt-

ing) and in PtO2, caused by continued oxygen

utilization in the tissue and more efficient oxy-

gen extraction. Biophysically, these mechanisms

can only support tissue function until PtO2

becomes negligible. The corresponding CTH

thresholds are indicated as full red lines at zero

PtO2 in Fig. 3. Note that as CTH approaches this

threshold, even small changes – decreases as

well as increases – in blood flow can cause criti-

cal reductions in tissue oxygenation and thereby

affect tissue function.

The dotted black lines (labeled B) in Fig. 3

indicate the ‘optimal blood flow’ in terms of

maintaining tissue function during critical CTH

increases. Note that the highest degree of capil-

lary flow disturbances can be sustained if blood

flow is suppressed considerably compared to

resting, normal values. One notable exception is

the renal medulla, in which oxygen tension is

already low, and oxygen extraction high, in the

normal state. The maximum tolerable CTH (red

solid line at PtO2) is therefore only slightly

higher than ‘physiological’ CTH values at normal

tissue oxygen tension (labeled A), and sufficient

oxygenation can therefore only be maintained

within a narrow range of flow values once CTH

increases. These properties imply that that once

the function of the medulla (such as urine pro-

duction) is affected by disturbances in the micro-

circulation (i.e., CTH becomes critically high),

then subsequent maintenance of renal function is

contingent on the maintenance of renal medullar

perfusion within a very narrow range.

The relation between microcirculatory changes,
organ function, and hypoperfusion in critical
illness

The extended flow-diffusion gives rise to three

important predictions with regard to hemody-

namics and tissue oxygenation when the micro-

circulation is disturbed, e.g., in sepsis: First,

increases in CTH, even in the absence of capil-

lary occlusions, can reduce oxygen availability

below the metabolic needs of the tissue and

thereby cause organ failure or even tissue dam-

age. Second, increasing CTH can be compen-

sated for by reductions in tissue blood flow and

tissue oxygen tension relative to their values in

healthy tissue. Our analysis therefore suggests

that attenuated blood pressure and organ perfu-

sion, paradoxically, may facilitate the mainte-

nance of tissue oxygenation in conditions where

CTH is elevated. The development of endothe-

lial dysfunction in human endotoxemia and

endotoxin tolerance occur in parallel with dis-
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turbances in their microcirculation,27,28 suggest-

ing that vascular tone may in fact undergo adap-

tations during changes in CTH to maintain

tissue oxygenation. If vascular tone remains

intrinsically regulated to optimize tissue oxy-

genation in severe sepsis, then severely elevated

CTH might contribute both to the loss of vaso-

pressor responses in patients, and to MOF and

death by critically reducing tissue oxygenation.

Third, the range of blood flow values that can

support organ function and tissue survival grad-

ually narrows as CTH increases. When CTH

becomes critically elevated, both increases in

tissue blood flow above and reductions in blood

flow below the threshold shown in Fig. 3 can

therefore cause organ failure and tissue injury.

Taken together, these predictions suggest that

disturbances in capillary flow patterns can con-

tribute to the development of ARF, myocardial

depression, and septic encephalopathy, despite

maintenance of normal blood flow values, and

even capillary patency, in these organs.

The origins of capillary flow disturbances or
occlusion in sepsis

Systemic inflammation in general, and sepsis in

particular, have long been known to cause pro-

found changes in capillary flow patterns due to

changes in the size, number, deformability, and

endothelial adhesion of blood cells.29 In the

normal state, the endothelium serves as mechan-

ical barrier, regulates microvascular blood flow,

and inhibits inflammation and coagulation. Dur-

ing sepsis, the endothelium is activated by bac-

terial components, toxins, and inflammatory

mediators. The release of inflammatory media-

tors induces morphological changes of the endo-

thelium and its protective glycocalyx.30,31

Endothelial exposure to oxidative stress, oxi-

dized lipoproteins,32–34 and hyperglycemia35

cause further glycocalyx injury which in turn

give rise to profound changes in capillary flows

and hematocrit.33,36 The glycocalyx constitutes a

fluid barrier, and degradation of the glycocalyx

Fig. 2. Effects of mean transit time (MTT) and capillary transit time heterogeneity (CTH) on oxygen extraction in the kidney for fixed oxygen

tension (PtO2). Rather than the two capillary flow values assumed in Fig. 1, we now use an accepted distribution for capillary transit times (a so-

called gamma-variate distribution),90 and use the standard deviation of this to quantify what we refer to as CTH. The mean value of this

distribution – the MTT – is related to renal blood flow (RBF) and capillary blood volume (CBV) through the central volume theorem, RBF = RBV/

MTT.91 Our extended flow-diffusion equation22 estimates the oxygen extraction fraction (OEF) that corresponds to a given MTT, CTH, and tissue

oxygen tension (PtO2) in steady-state. Then, tissue oxygenation (the metabolic rate of oxygen, MRO2, supported by a given MTT and CTH at a

certain PtO2) is given by OEF times the arterial oxygen concentration (0.19 ml/ml), times RBF. Note that tissue MTT and RBF can be used

interchangeably when tissue CBV is known. Figure 2A and B show contour plots of OEF for combinations of MTT and CTH in the renal cortex and

medulla, for tissue oxygen tensions of 26 mmHg and 10 mmHg, respectively. In this figure, consider a steady-state where oxygen availability

matches oxygen utilization at a certain PtO2. In Fig. 3, consider this condition over a range of tissue oxygen tensions, and hence values of OEF.

Note that the OEF always increases with increasing MTT and with decreasing CTH. The arrow indicates the changes in MTT and CTH that typically

occur during hyperemic episodes in brain: It appears to be an inherent property of normal, passive capillary beds that CTH changes in proportion

to MTT, which helps maintain efficient oxygen extraction during hyperperfusion, without fluctuations in tissue oxygen tension.22,24 The

corresponding tissue oxygen availability, MRO2, is shown in units of ml O2/100 ml/min in Fig. 2C and D. Note that the tissue oxygen availability

MRO2 always increases with decreasing CTH – but not necessarily with RBF: Hemodynamic states above the yellow line in 2C and D are unique in

that reductions in MTT (increases in RBF) fail to increase tissue oxygen availability: These states are referred to as having malignant CTH. The

horizontal arrow in Panel C again demonstrates why the reduction in CTH during hyperemia is so crucial: The oblique arrow shows how

oxygenation increases about 50% (from 8 to 12 ml O2/100 ml/min) when MTT and CTH change in parallel. In the absence of capillary flow

homogenization (horizontal arrow), however, the same vasodilation and increase in blood flow reduced oxygenation from 8 to 7 ml/100 ml/min.

For the renal cortex, we fixed k, the bidirectional rate constant for oxygen transport across the capillary wall – and our extended flow-diffusion

equation’s only unknown parameter22 – by literature values obtained in dog and man: At a RBF of 440 ml/100 ml/min, an OEF of 0.12 was used,

assuming CBV = 20 ml/100 ml (corresponding to MTT = 2.7 s), and PtO2 = 26 mmHg.92,93 For the renal medulla, the corresponding values were

OEF = 0.8, RBF = 110 ml/100 ml/min, and PtO2 = 10 mmHg, at a similar CBV (corresponding to MTT = 11 s).94 In both tissue types, CTH was set

to 0.95∙MTT during this calibration step, based on experimental data used in our previous analysis.22 Figure 2C and D were constructed assuming

normal arterial blood oxygen concentrations (0.19 ml/ml) and absence of capillary occlusions (fraction of open capillaries = 1.0). These MRO

values can easily be corrected for any deviations from these assumptions in that MRO2 scales with both the fraction of perfused capillaries (e.g.,

as observed by side-stream dark-field imaging) and arterial oxygen saturation. For example, a reduction in oxygen saturation from 100% to 95%

and a reduction in the proportion of perfused capillaries from 100% to 90%, leads to a correction factor of 0.95∙0.9 = 0.855, i.e., a 14.5% reduction

in the oxygen availabilities in Fig. 2C and D.
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is hence associated with edema and capillary

compression.37,38

The endothelial activation in relation to sepsis

also triggers increased expression of several

adhesion molecules that promote leukocyte roll-

ing and adhesion, and further disturb capillary

flows. Red blood cell deformability is also

reduced early in the course of sepsis.39,40 Mean-

while, the normal anti-thrombotic state of the

endothelium shifts toward a pro-coagulant state,

as evidenced by reduced expression of anti-

thrombotic factors and increased expression of

tissue factors.41 Upon activation, endothelial

cells and adhesion molecules are shed. The

increased levels of circulating endothelial cells

and adhesion molecules in septic patients may

therefore reflect factors of importance to parallel

changes in the capillary circulation.42–46

The control of pericyte tone remains much less

studied than that of arteriolar tone.47 Oxidative

stress causes irreversible capillary constriction

in cerebral pericytes,48,49 while nitric oxide

(NO) is obligatory for pericyte relaxation.47 NO

production often require oxygen as a sub-
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strate,47 and the high levels of oxidative stress

and the tissue hypoxia associated with sepsis

are therefore likely to contribute to the develop-

ment of capillary dysfunction.

Evidence of changes in capillary density and
CTH from direct studies of the microcirculation
in sepsis

The microcirculation in the sublingual mucosa

of septic patients has been studied by orthogo-

nal polarization spectral (OPS) imaging50 or

side-stream dark-field (SDF) imaging51 at some

institutions, and reported according to the stan-

dardized scores.52 Patients with sepsis show

reductions in the proportion of perfused capil-

laries,53 and in animal models of normotensive

sepsis, the density of capillaries with either

intermittent or no flow is elevated, while the

normal response to vasodilators is reduced.54,55

Notably, death from MOF after septic shock is

antedated by reductions in the proportion of

perfused sublingual capillaries compared to sur-

vivors, in spite of identical systemic hemody-

namic and oxygenation variables.56 With respect

to evidence of a separate role of CTH in sepsis,

disturbed capillary flow patterns are associated

with poor oxygen extraction in models of endo-

toxemia,15,17 and early sublingual capillary flow

velocities are lower and more heterogeneous in

patients who die after severe sepsis or septic

shock than in patients who survive.57,58 Early

improvement in the microvascular flow patterns

of septic patients seems to be associated with a

reduced risk of subsequent MOF.59

Therapeutic implications

The effects of capillary flow patterns on tissue

oxygenation re-emphasizes the microcirculation

as a potential target of therapy in critical illness,

either through active control of capillary and

arteriolar tone, by maintenance of appropriate

blood viscosity, or by protection of the endothe-

lium.60–63 The prevention of mitochondrial

injury, however, remains a crucial goal: Patho-

logical redistribution of capillary flows exposes

some cells to oxygen in excess of their metabolic

needs while others are deprived of oxygen –
both of which are associated with mitochondrial

reactive oxygen species production and the initi-

ation of apoptotic pathways.64

Our analysis shows that the oxygenation of

certain organs may improve if their blood sup-

ply is lowered relative to their pre-sepsis values,

whereas relative increases in organ blood supply,

which may not have the desired effect. Interven-

tional studies attempting to increase oxygen

delivery to supra-normal levels have indeed not

shown beneficial effects on outcomes, and in

some cases even the opposite.4 Notably, not all

patients and organs are predicted to tolerate rel-

ative reductions in blood flow: The renal

medulla seems particularly prone to hypoxic

Fig. 3. Tissue hypoperfusion, hyperperfusion, and capillary dysfunction (elevated CTH) can all lead to critical reductions in oxygen availability. The

top row illustrates how the green surface in each plot is generated by joining the MRO2 iso-contours (cf. Fig. 2C and D) that correspond to these

organs’ resting metabolic rate of oxygen across all values of PtO2. The green half-cone therefore contain combinations of MTT, CTH, and PtO2

that, biophysically, can support the metabolic needs of renal cortex and medulla, heart, and brain, in the resting, awake state. The red plane

marks the boundary, left of which vasodilation no longer improves tissue oxygen availability (malignant CTH). The full, red lines (labeled A)

illustrates how much capillary flow patterns can be disturbed before the tissue’s loss of oxygenated blood due functional shunting threatens each

organs resting metabolism at its ‘normal’ PtO2. In reality, tissue oxygen utilization increases OEF and result in a parallel decrease in PtO2 as

oxygen delivery approaches the rate of utilization in tissue. As capillary flow patterns become more disturbed, PtO2 is therefore expected to fall.

Biophysically, tissue can maintain sufficient oxygen supplies to support its resting metabolism until CTH reaches a critical, upper limit (full, red line

at zero PtO2). Note how this requires the loss of oxygenated blood to be attenuated – by a reduction in blood flow. Accordingly, the ‘optimal

blood flow’ as capillary flows become critically heterogeneous (labeled B), is lower than each organs normal, resting blood flow. The blood flow

that optimizes total oxygen extraction at critically elevated CTH is thus roughly 85 ml/100 ml/min in the heart and 21 ml/10 ml/min in the brain,

compared to normal resting flow values of roughly 100 ml/100 ml/min in the heart and 45 ml/10 ml/min in the brain. Note that resting oxygen

utilization in the renal medulla can only be supported within a narrow range of flow values only (corresponding to MTT between 8 and 12 s)

when CTH becomes high (larger than 14 s). Surprisingly, relative hypoperfusion is therefore energetically favorable in conditions of elevated CTH,

as we expect in sepsis. Also note that blood flow must stay within increasingly narrow limits as CTH approaches its critical, upper limit and PtO2

approaches zero: Here, any further increase in CTH, any changes in blood flow (both increases and reductions), any reductions in arterial oxygen

content, and any loss of perfused capillaries (See legend of Fig. 2 for the effects of reduced capillary volume and oxygen saturation) will reduce

oxygen availability below the needs of normal tissue function. The figures for brain and heart were adapted from Jespersen and Østergaard22 and

Østergaard et al.25.
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injury, especially in patients with pre-existing

capillary flow disturbances. Here, kidney func-

tion may already depend on blood flow values

within a narrow range – whereas any sepsis-

related increase in CTH or reductions in RBF

are likely to elicit renal failure. A randomized

controlled trial comparing a mean arterial pres-

sure (MAP) of 80–85 mmHg to one of 65–
70 mmHg in septic patients demonstrated no

survival benefit for the group randomized to the

higher MAP, but a lower need for renal replace-

ment therapy in patients with prior hyperten-

sion.65 We speculate that these findings may

reflect the specific vulnerability to hypoperfu-

sion of kidney medulla in patients with pre-

existing renal capillary dysfunction. The analy-

sis thus re-emphasizes the need for early goal-

directed therapy (EGDT), but suggest that sub-

sequent evaluation of the microcirculation in

individual organs may guide organ-specific,

optimal macro-, and microcirculatory endpoints

for therapy in individual patients.

Blood rheology affects CTH, and thereby tis-

sue oxygenation. Phosphodiesterase (PDE)

inhibitors reduce platelet aggregation,66

decrease blood viscosity,67 and increase the flex-

ibility of erythrocytes,67 and would therefore be

expected to improve tissue oxygenation in sep-

sis. Consistent with this prediction, the PDE

inhibitor pentoxifylline normalizes the rheology

of human blood exposed to endotoxin in vitro68

while improving net oxygen extraction in exper-

imental sepsis.69

Studies of retinal pericytes suggest that these

cells react to pharmacological stimuli in much

the same way as smooth muscle cells (SMCs).

They may constrict in response to mechanical

stretch, angiotensin II (via AT1 receptors),70 and

endothelin-1 (via ETA receptors),71 by a Ca2+-

dependent mechanism.72 Interestingly, pre-hos-

pital prescription of angiotensin II receptor

blockers is associated with reduced sepsis-

related mortality.73 Studies of the dose-depen-

dent effects of vasopressors on both SMCs and

capillary pericyte tone in various organs may

help us better understand how they affect tissue

oxygenation in vivo. When translating such

results into humans, it should be kept in mind

that age and cardiovascular risk factors such as

hypertension and diabetes are associated with

profound changes in capillary morphology,

especially in terms of basement membrane

thickening.74–76 The microcirculation of patients

may therefore respond differently to vasoactive

substances than that of animal models with

fully functional capillaries, just as patients may

tolerate less, sepsis-induced increase in CTH

before organ failure or tissue damage ensues.

Diagnostic implications

The extended flow-diffusion equation may be

useful in converting OPS- and SDF-based

observations of erythrocyte velocity distribu-

tions, and the fraction of perfused capillaries,

into estimates of tissue oxygenation by using

tissue-specific nomograms such as those shown

in Fig. 2. Knowledge of the tissue oxygen ten-

sion is necessary for the absolute quantification

of metabolic deficit, in that PtO2 reflects the

residual oxygen reserve in terms of the blood–
tissue concentration gradient. In the experimen-

tal setting, such data are available from NAD

fluorescence imaging techniques,15 and may in

principle be obtained by needle sensors in both

animals and human.77 In brain, CTH and MTT

can be measured non-invasively by monitoring

the clearance of intravascular contrast agents as

part of perfusion weighted MRI or CT.78 In

organs with substantial leakage of MRI and CT

contrast agent, contrast-enhanced ultrasound

may be refined for future, bed-side assessment

of tissue microcirculation.79

Other organs and other metabolites

It should be kept in mind that changes in capil-

lary transit time patterns of the lung affects

blood saturation in the same way as they affect

blood deoxygenation in other tissues.22,80 Suc-

cessful strategies for the protection of capillary

wall integrity are therefore expected to improve

both blood saturation and tissue oxygenation.81

Also, capillary flow disturbances cause a general

reduction in the extraction of diffusible sol-

utes,22 including tracers used when quantifying

glucose metabolism82 and, we fear, tissue

hypoxia.83 We analyzed the effects of capillary

flow disturbance on oxygen uptake, glucose

uptake, and ATP production in tumor and brain

tissue,84,85 and discovered that the uptake of

glucose becomes limited, yet remains favored
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over that of oxygen, as CTH increases. Further

studies should therefore address whether micro-

circulatory disturbances contribute to the hyper-

glycemia,86 aerobic glycolysis,87 and lactate

production88,89 observed in sepsis.

Conclusion

Capillary flow disturbances, such as those

observed in sepsis, can cause oxygen availability

to fall below the requirements of normal renal,

heart, and brain function, although their blood

supply remain normal or elevated. Paradoxically,

one cannot predict whether reductions in blood

flow improve oxygenation or not in organs with

severely disturbed microcirculation. Non-inva-

sive methods to quantify capillary transit time

characteristics may serve as means to test these

predictions, and to examine whether they can

guide future strategies to optimize organ oxygen-

ation in individualized sepsis management.
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